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of the many important and little understood events of early
church history certainly the consultation of martin harris with
professor charles anthon in new york city in february 1828
regarding the book of mormon is one of the most important
and intriguing it is also one of the earliest events of the resto-
ration which can be assessed rationally and tested the events
leading up to this visit are briefly as follows by late 1827
the story of joseph smith and the gold plates was sufficiently
well known in and around palmyra new york to have caused
great curiosity and cupidity among some of his contemporaries
in order to protect the plates and to have sufficient time and
peace of mind to commence the translation of the plates joseph
and emma moved to harmony pennsylvania about 150 miles
away where emma s parents lived

shortly thereafter a friend of the smith family martin
harris of palmyra visited him secured a handwritten copy
of some of the characters on the plates took them to new
york city for the evaluation of men of learning and returned
to relate the following to joseph smith

I1 went to the city of new york and presented the
characters which had been translated with the translation
thereof to professor anthony jicsicw a gentleman celebrated
for his literary attainments professor anthony stated that
the translation was correct more so than any he had before
seen translated from egyptian I1 then showed him those
which were not yet translated and he said that they were
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egyptian chaldeacchaldeanChaldeac jicsic assyrianassyriacAssyriac and arabacarabaca
jicsicsc and he said they were true characters he gave me
a certificate certifying to the people of palmyra that they
were true characters and that the translation of such of
them as had been translated was also correct I1 took
the certificate and put it into my pocket and was just leaving
the house when mr anthony called me back and asked
me how the young man found out that there were gold plates
in the place where he found them I1 answered that an angel
of god had revealed it unto him

he then said to me let me see that certificate I1 accord-
ingly took it out of my pocket and gave it to him when he
took it and tore it to pieces saying that there was no such
thing now as ministering of angels and that if I1 would bring
the plates to him he would translate them I1 informinformeded him
that part of the plates were sealed and that I1 was forbidden
to bring them he replied I11I cannot read a sealed book I1
left him and went to dr mitchell who sanctioned what
professor anthony had said respecting both the characters
and the translation 1

this story familiar in mormon lore raises a great many
important questions which need careful examination among
these questions are the following who was martin harris
how did he become involved with joseph smith who ad-
vised him whom to consult regarding the transcription who
were the persons with whom he did consult what were their
qualifications what was the import and significance of
their opinions what was the necessity if any of the consul-
tations how reliable is martin harris account of what tran-
spired when and how was the connection made between the
prophecy of isaiah 2911 regarding a book that is sealed
which men deliver to one that is learned how and when was
the transcript made how rapidly did the story of this remark-
able event spread was it used as a missionary tool what
is the pedigree of the so called anthon transcript in existence
today

WHO WAS MARTIN HARRIS AND

WHAT WERE HIS connections WITH JOSEPH SMITH

martin harris 178318751783 1875 was a highly respected and
well to do farmer and individual in palmyra new york at that
time prior to his trips to harmony pennsylvania and new

times and seasons vol 3 may 2 1842 p 773775 usually cited as
joseph smith 26465264 65
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york city he had resided in palmyra for over thirty five years
he had been born in easttownEasttown saratoga county new york

and had moved with his family to palmyra in 1792 when he
was nine years old we are told that as a boy joseph smith
had worked on the harris farm for fifty cents a day and that
he and harris had even wrestled together we also know that
harris was a friend of the smith family and was one of the
first individuals with whom the family shared the information
about joseph s spiritual experiences 2

just prior to joseph s move to harmony an important
meeting took place between him and martin harris whether
this meeting was by design or accident we are not sure
joseph s mother records that with a view of commencing the
work of translation and carrying it forward as speedily as cir-
cumstancescumstances would permit 3 joseph requested her to set up an
appointment for him with martin harris such a request sug-
gests that in spite of having worked for harris joseph did not
know him very well whether this appointment was ever made
and kept is not known we do know however that late in
1827 when emma s brother alva hale arrived in palmyra to
help the young couple move to harmony joseph and alva met
harris in a public house in palmyra mr harris stepped up to
joseph and said how do you do mr smith after which he
took a bag of silver from his pocket and said again here mr
smith 500050.005000 1I give this to you to do the lord s work
with 4

during this or a subsequent conversation arrangements
were apparently made for martin harris to give joseph enough
time to settle in harmony and transcribe some of the characters
whereupon harris should come to harmony and take the
characters to the east and on his way he was to call 0onn all the
professed linguists in order to give them an opportunity to
display their talents in giving a translation of the characters 15

this harris did in february 1828
it is highly unlikely that harris knew with whom to consult

in the east regarding the transcription and translation from

2for2forifor joseph s connections with harris see the millennial star vol 55
december 4 1879 p 794 the historical record vol 6 may 1887 p

218 and lucy mack smith history of the prophet joseph smith salt lake
city 1954 ppap 104105104 105 114
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the plates there is of course the possibility that he simply
went to new york city and inquired on the spot it is much
more probable that he sought advice in advance

there is some evidence that he returned to palmyra after
receivinoreceivingrecereceivingivino the manuscript before leaving for the east the
reverend john A clarkdarkoark 180118431801 1843 then a resident minister
in palmyra later recorded that it was early in the autumn of
1827 sic that martin harris called at my home remarking
that he had a matter to communicate that he wished to be strict-
ly confidential and showed him a few characters copied from
the plates clarkdarkoark also wrote that he was so much in earnest on
this subject that he immediately started off with some of the
manuscript smith had furnished him on a journey to new york
and washington 6 clarkdarkoark does not say whether harris requested
advice from him regarding men of learning

WHO ADVISED HARRIS ABOUT WHOM TO VISIT

two other possible sources of information are worth con-
sideringsi one was the nearby academy in canandaigua only
nine miles from palmyra the canandaigua academy one of
the oldest and best in western new york state opened in the
fall of 1796 unfortunately the early records of the academy
are very incomplete prior to 1842 so we know little about the
faculty with whom martin harris may have advised 7

another possible source of harris information was a
luther bradish bradish 178318631783 1863 a diplomat statesman
and student of languages was born in cummingtonCummington massa-
chusettschusetts but later settled in franklyn county new york brad-
ish was also well traveled for his day just before the war of
1812 in which he served as a volunteer he had visited the
west indies south america and great britain and during the
years 1820261820 26 he was sent by john quincy adams US secre-
tary of state to asia as a semiofficialsemi official agent on a special mis-
sion to the sublime porte in constantinople concerning an
american trade treaty with the ottoman empire after fin

john A clarkdarkoark gleanings by the way philadelphia 1842 ppap 222
229 apparently clark was much too busy in philadelphia to be accurate about
the date of such things

lewis C aldrich comp history of ontario county NY syracuse
189311895118931895 ppap 226228226 228 and correspondence with clyde M maffin ontario county
historian stephen A douglas was a student of the academy for three years
in the 1830 s
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ishingashing this mission during which time he learned arabic he
traveled to egypt palestine syria and europe where he spent
considerable time in the great capitolscapitals and studied assiduously
their languages manners and antiquities 8 of his sojourn in
egypt bradish himself informs us that he spent five months
there in 1821 9 during that time he happened to pass through
dendera when the french engineer jean baptiste lelorrainelorrainedelorraineLe was
engaged in the operation of preparing antiquities for removal
to france bradish carried this news to cairo where henry salt
and bernadino drovetti the english and french consuls
general in egypt at that time did all they could unsuccess-
fully to prevent Lelorraine from shipping his antiquities to
france 10 upon his return home bradish won a franklyn
county seat in the new york state assembly in albany he
held that position from 182718301827 1830

there are two independent sources stating that harris did
indeed seek the opinion and advice of bradish concerning the
transcription the first source is pomeroy tucker 180218701802 1870
founder in 1822 editor and part owner with egbert B
grandin printer of the book of mormon of the wayne
sentinel published in palmyra tucker reports that harris
sought the interpretation and bibliological scrutiny of such

scholars as hon luther bradish dr mitchell professor ant-
hon and others since tucker was a native and resident of
the area and a newspaper editor it is safe to assume that in
spite of his anti mormon bias this simple declaration of fact
is reliable especially since we have a corroborating second
source

this second source is a stastatementternent made by john H gilbert
in september 1892 an associate of both tucker and grandin

dictionary of american biography vol 2 p 568 hereafter cited as
DAB other important references to bradish will be found in the eclecticelecticElectic
vol 60 september 1863 ppap 111114111 114 and the new england historic
genealogical society memorial biographies vol 5 ppap 268276268 276

t luther bradish to unknown person november 1838 luther brad-
ish papers new york historical society

M saulnier notice sur iele voyage de at Le lorraine en egyptefgypteegypto paris
1822 ppap 45 48 since salt and Drdrovettiovett figure so prominently in the ca-
reer of antonio lebolo the discoverer of the mummies which contained
the book of abraham this reference to them inin connection with bradish isis
intriguing if not very important the most complete and recent study of the
connection between salt drovetti and lebolo and joseph smith is jay M
todd s the saga of the book of abraham salt lake city 1969

pomeroy tucker the origin rise and progress of mormonism new
york 1867 p 42
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gilbert was the chief compositor of the book of mormon
which was printed on the wayne sentinel press according to
gilbert harris stopped at albany and called on lt governor
bradish 11311212 furthermore Wthe statement by W phelps
that harris went to new york city by way of utica and
albany 13 strengthens the possibility that harris consulted
bradish about the transcription

it is entirely possible that martin harris knew bradish be-
forehand though a resident of franklyn county over 200
miles northeast of palmyra bradish did have relatives in the
palmyra area 14 it is also entirely possible that his travel ex-
periencesperiences especially those in egypt and the near east were
known to harris since few americans of that day had made
so long and so varied a foreign tour

regardless of who advised harris a more important ques-
tion is why he was directed to professor anthon and
mitchell in 1828 the main centers of learning were of

course all in the east there were five such centers har-
vard yale princeton the university of pennsylvania or what
was later called by that name and columbia college now
columbia university since the science of egyptology did not
exist inin 1828 there were no egyptologists the only scholars
in the world acquainted to any degree with the egyptian lan-
guage would have been those in the field of classical studies
in those days classicists did not limit themselves strictly to
greek and roman studies but studied most of the other ancient
civilizations as well

the chief classical scholars in the united states in 1828
were edward robinson george ticknor edward everett and
george bancroft at harvard james L kingsley and TD
woolsey at yale and anthon at columbia robinson and
woolsey however were in europe in 1828 ticknor was at that
time primarily interested in the romance languages and everett
was in politics after 1826 1015 of the remaining practicing clas
sicists inin the east during 1828 anthon was the best known

memorandum of john H gilbert esq september 8 1892 palmyra
new york typescript copy p 4 located in LDS church historian s office

eber D howe mormonism unavailedunvailed sicficsic painesvillegainesvillePaines ville ohio 1834 p
273213275215

in the bradish papers there are several letters connecting him with pal-
myra prior to 1828

john edwin sandys A history of classical scholarship cambridge
1908
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it seems certain then that anyone qualified to advise harris
properly would have recommended him to anthon

WHO WAS PROFESSOR ANTHON

charles anthon 178718671787 1867 was a professor of classical
studies at columbia for forty seven years from 1820 until his
death one of eight children born to dr george christian ant-
hon a german surgeon and his second wife genevieve jadot
who made their home in new york city young charles was
probably the most brilliant student who had ever attended col-
umbia college he won so many prizes and honors that to
give other students a chance his name was witheldwinheld from schol-
astic competition

at first his main interest was law but in 1820 one year
after being admitted to the bar he became adjunct professor of
greek and latin at columbia college and in 1830 was advan-
ced to professor of greek language and literature anthon was
a prolific scholar and for more than thirty years produced at
least one volume annually each of his text books passed
through several editions and for thirty years about the middle
of the nineteenth century his influence upon the study of the
classics in the united states was probably greater than that of
any other man 16

of the many extant contemporary opinions concerning ant-
hon the following are representative in an 1850 sketch of
his life edgar allan poe wrote if not absolutely the best
he is at least generally considered the best classicist in ameri-
ca As commentator he may rank with any of his day and
has evinced powers very unusual in men who devote their lives
to classical lore 17 upon his death he was eulogized in an im-
portant magazine of the day harpersharper s weekly as more widely
known in europe than any other american commentator on
classical authors 18 his obituary in the new york times of
july 30 1867 noted that his textbooks are regarded as stand-
ard authority in many schools and colleges and their repub-
licationli and extensive uses in england bear ample testimony
to the esteem in which they are held abroad

DAB vol 1 p 314

edgar allan poe the literati new york 1859 ppap 454745 47
august 17 1867 the article is illustrated with a large portrait by

matthew brady the famous civil war photographer
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anthon was a bachelor and lived in the residence wing of
the college at 7 college green and it was likely in his study
that the visit of harris took place the college was then lo-
cated one block north of the present post office and federal
building near city hall park in lower manhattan at the time
of harris visit anthon was probably working on his magnum
opus an edition of horace a study which won him his full
professorship in 1830 it is also important to note that martin
harris later related that anthon was alone at the time of the
consultation 19 this fact is important because there were no
witnesses to the event from whom we might glean more in-
formation

WHO WAS DR MITCHELL

the identification of professor anthon has provided no
difficulties the determination of who dr mitchell was is
somewhat more complicated the dictionary of american bi-
ographyography a comprehensive and reliable source of american
biography lists three mitchels and thirty two mitchells among
them are several who could possiblypossibpossiely have been this dr mitch-
ell the most likely candidates are

1 nehumbehum mitchell 176718531767 1853 american jurist born
in massachusetts 2 samuel augustus mitchell 170218681702 1868
american geographer born in bristol connecticut who settled
in philadelphia where he prepared textbooks maps and geo-
graphic manuals and 3 stephen mix mitchell 174318351743 1835
american jurist and legislator born in wethersfieldWethers field conn-
ecticut member continental congress 178317881783 1788 US senator
179317951793 1795 chief justice connecticut supreme court 1801-
1818

unfortunately martin harris never referred to this learned
man except as dr mitchell references to him in church his-
tory are scanty and sometimes vague one suggests that he
was a certain dr samuel mitchell another states he may have
been a dr mitchell of philadelphia both writers were ap-
parentlyparently thinking of samuel augustus mitchell mentioned
above others refer to him as samuel 1I mitchell and sam-
uel E mitchell

from a statement by david B dille a one time missionary in england
who had interviewed harris in the Milnilniimillenialmillemalmillennialleniallemal star vol 21 september 1853
p 545
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however a non mormon writer who is well qualified to
shed some light on the subject rules out all the above candi-
dates this writer is professor anthon himself in two of his
letters one dated february 17 1834 to mr E D howe of
painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio and the other dated april 3 1841 to rev
T W coit rector of trinity church new rochelle west
chester county new york we find the following statements
in the howe letter anthon wrote

some years ago a plain and apparently simpleheartedsimple hearted
farmer called on me with a note from dr mitchell of our
city now deceased italics minelmine requesting me to decypher

sic if possible the paper which the farmerfanner would hand
me 20

this would fix the date of dr mitchell s death sometime be-
tween 1828 and 1834 all of the previously mentioned mitch-
ells died after 1834 in the coit letter anthon wrote

many years ago the precise date I1 do not now recollect
a plain looking countryman called upon me with a letter from
dr samuel L mitchell italics mine21

neither the dictionary of american biography nor long
worths directory of the city of new york 1828291828 29 however
list a samuel L mitchell the latter lists a samuel mitchell
who was a lampmaker obviously not dr mitchell this same
directory however does indicate a samuel L mitchill MD
living at 47 white street research revealed that in 1828 a
samuel latham mitchill MD was a vice president of rutgers
medical college in lower manhattan we also know that this
dr mitchill was in new york city during february 1828 for
on february 16 of that year dr mitchill delivered in the
city hall an address on the late thos addis emmet 22 this
dr mitchill born 1776 died in 1831 and thereby complies
with the death before 1834 of dr mitchell as mentioned
above in anthon s letter to howe he also resided in new
york city as did the dr mitchell mentioned in the same
letter

howe mormonism unavailedunvailed ppap 270272270 272
even though this letter was first published by coit in the church re-

cord vol 1 flushing new york april 24 1841 ppap 231232231 232 the usual
source is given as the 1842 reprint of the letter in clarksdarks gleanings ppap 233-
238 the two printingspaintingsprintings are identical

J N phelps stokes the iconography of manhattan island 149819091498 1909
new york p 1675 emmett was a famous irish lawyer
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samuel latham mitchill was of quaker parentage the son
of robert and mary latham mitchill of north hemstead
long island new york his early studies were in the classics
after receiving his medical and scientific training in new
york and edinburgh he was appointed to the chair of natural
history chemistry and agriculture at columbia college in 1792
he was a man of many talents and much energy in addition
to teaching he was twice in the US house of representatives
180118041801 1804 and 18101815181018131810 18151813 a senator from 180418091804 1809 professor
college of physicians and surgeons in new york 180718261807 1826
and an organizer and a vice president of rutgers medical
college during its brief existence 18261850182618301826 18501830 23

first last and always mitchill was a promoter of science
he has been called the nestor of american science he
was a member of dozens of scientific and scholarly societies
and wrote scores of learned books pamphlets articles etc
on a multitude of subjects his contemporaries described him
both as a living encyclopedia and a chaos of knowledge

although all mormon and many non mormon references
to the good doctor spell the name mitchell rather than mitchill
this writer is satisfied that the shadowy dr mitchell is in
reality samuel L mitchill this problem of the spelling of the
name need not be confusing the two names sound very much
alike mitchell being the much more common spelling 2421

HOW VALID WAS THE ANTHON MITCHELL commentary
now for the most important question how valid was the

testimony of anthon and mitchill respecting the transcription
and translation of ancient nephite egyptian records accord-
ing to martin harris dr anthon said that the translation was
correct more so than any he had before seen translated from
the egyptian dr mitchill is reported to have sanctioned
what professor anthon had said it is important that we real-
ize that even though the statement of martin harris is now
contained in the pearl of great price joseph smith was only
reporting what martin harris said happened and was not necesfeces

see article on him in DAB vol 1513 p 71
thehe famous scientists biographer has noted the misspelling of the

name means little as few people either then or now spell mitchillsmitchielsMitchills namenarne
correctly courtney robert hall A scientist in the early republic samuel
latham mitchillmifchillafitchillMif chill new york 1934 p 104.104 it seems conclusive then that the
dr mitchell was really dr samuel L NEtdetbetmitchillchill
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harilysarily vouching for what dr anthon and dr mitchill reput-
edly had said

there are at least three possible interpretations of the mar-
tin harris statement regarding his visit with dr s anthon and
mitchill

the first is that martin harris fabricated the whole story
but this is hardly tenable he was skeptical in the first place
that is why he went to new york city and he certainly had
nothing to gain by falsifying evidence to support the almost
fantastic story of the impoverished and persecuted prophet if
martin harris was thinking about making money from the
book of mormon it was not necessary for him to have gone
to the trouble and expense of visiting new york city

the second is that dr s anthon and mitchill made up their
stories or at least pretended knowledge that they did not have
this is unfortunately not too difficult to believe the learned
are prone to pontificate anthon s interest in the matter may
have gone deeper did he wish to share some of the wealth
and fame that exploitation of the golden plates might bring
this is possible for the book of mormon itself says and
the learned shall say bring hither the book and I1 will read
them and now because of the glory of the world and to get
gain will they say this and not for the bgloryalory of god 12525

however a third interpretation that anthon and mitchill
merely recognized the characters as some form of egyptian and
so stated this I1 believe is most probable many books had been
published by 1828 containing facsimilies of egyptian characters
and anthon and mitchill could easily have been acquainted
with at least the appearance of the various styles of egyptian
writing whatever they said respecting the correctness of the
translations cannot be taken too seriously even a reincarnated
egyptian could not have translated the characters because the
reformed egyptian had been so changed that none other

people knoweth our language 26 it is entirely possible of
course that they said nothing at all about the translation but
only remarked that the transcription was correct for in 1828
neither anthon mitchill nor anyone else in the world for that
matter had seen much translated from the egyptian it is not
difficult to understand how a man of harris background could

2522 nephi 2715162715 16
mormon2mormon 934
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have mistaken transcription for translation perhaps harris was
so intent on fulfilling a scriptural prophecy that he heard only
what he wanted to hear certainly any notion that he had been
an instrument in god s hands in fulfilling prophecy would
have helped convince him that he should sell his farm and
finance the publication of the book of mormon

the simple supposition however that anthon and mitchill
were able to recognize various styles of egyptian writing is

nothing very remarkable or important and certainly no evid-
ence that they were in any position to say that either the trans-
lation or transcription was correct we must go deeper than
this to place any weight on their judgment two standard
ways of deepening such an investigation are an examination of
the nachlasseNach lasse or literary remains and the publications of a
given individual

in the case of dr mitchill aside from the above mentioned
facts that he was in his youth a student of the classics and
had at least a reading ability of several languages no other
possible evidence of a competence in egyptian studies has come
to light his biographer mentions nothing his papers in the
east hampton free library and elsewhere reveal nothing
and a ten page bibliography of his writings indicates he never
published anything regarding any language it appears then
that mitchill could have given harris only a very superficial
opinion regarding the transcript

in respect to anthon fortunately we have more to investi-
gate while there is nothing germane to this study in his papers
at cornell university 27 a study of his publications is most re-
warding we have noted that he produced many volumes and
was considered the principal classical bookmaker of his time 2821

most of this enormous output was however after february
1828 and therefore of little help in evaluating anthon s

acquaintance with the egyptian language in 1828 but one
very significant book was published in 1825 and went through
six or more editions by 1828 in fact this was the book that
established anthon s reputation as one of the foremost classi
cistscasts in america the work was A classical dictionary by
john lempriere first published 1788 corrected and im-
proved by charles anthon

aletter2letterletter of herbert finch curator and archivist comellcornell university to
author november 13 1969

sandys A history of classical scholarship vol 3 p 466
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our interest in lempriere s work is not important it is to
the four thousand anthon additions to the dictionary men-
tioned in the preface that we now turn our attention 29 be-
cause they may be used legitimately as a criterion of anthon s

learning and acquaintance with various subjects but in which
of anthon s four thousand added subjects are we interested
and which have value in determining anthon s acquaintance
with egyptian reading through his reference to egypt is
most disappointing it isis only a short geographic sketch of the
country in the preface however anthon states the articles
on which the most labour has been bestowed are the following

memnonium nilus pyramides thebaetheban
turning to these and other entries in this classical dictionary
we find anthon referring to many writers and authorities in-
cluding bruce davison montagu salt belzoni lacroselabroseLacrose
denon jablonski and mannertbannertMannert he also cites champollionChampollion s
11 elaborate treatise on hieroglyphics of egyptegypt3030 definite evi-
dence that anthon was aware of the early works of the french
scholar jean francois champollionChampollion 179018321790 1832 the greatest
student of the egyptian language of the period and the man
upon whose work much of subsequent advance in egyptology
was made anthon does not identify the exact title of this book
by champollionCham pollion but the latter had written only one book by
1827 that could fit the above description his famous precis duA
systemedsystemesystme hieroglyphiquehliroglyphiqueHieroglyphique sesdesdesaes ancientsanciens egyptiansegyptienspgyptiens paris 1824
the writer has been successful in locating anthon s copy of the
precis at cornell university hopefully I1 searched it for
marginalia in any way connected with harris visit but nothing
was found only anthon s signature on the flyleaf

HARRIS sufficiently CONVINCED

such is the story of the harris anthon mitchill encounter
in spite of the limited ability of anthon and mitchill or any-
one else in the world at that time to pronounce judgment on
the transcription and despite the ridicule of anthon regarding
the story of angels and the destruction of anthon s certificate
harris was sufficiently convinced to go into debt and devote his
full time to the support of the young prophet As soon as pos

john lempriere A classical dictionary corrected and improved by
charles anthon sixth american edition new york 1827 p vi

oidoldibidbid p 480
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sible probably in april harris went to harmony and served
as joseph s scribe until june 14 1828 31

A year later in june 1829 his faithfulness and support
earned him the privilege of becoming one of the three witn-
esses to the book of mormon in fayette new york whence
joseph smith had moved in 1829 at the generous and friendly
invitation of david whitmer a friend of oliver cowdery who
succeeded harris as joseph s scribe inin the work of translating
the book of mormon the following august harris mortgaged
his farm to guarantee the 3000 necessary to print 5000 copies
of the book of mormon which was finally published in pal-
myra during march 1830 the church was organized april 6
of that year and martin was one of the first to be baptized

HOW RELIABLE IS harrisaccountHARRIS ACCOUNT OF WHAT HAPPENED

As far as the official account published in 1842 as noted
above of what transpired it must be carefully noted again that
joseph smith is not vouching for what harris said he is

simply reporting what harris told him since there were no
witnesses to the event we have only the many statements of
martin harris and two statements from anthon to go on

that the event took place pretty much as harris reported it
is substantiated by anthon s previously cited letters to howe
and coit 32 much has been made of the fact however that
these two letters which are very critical of the mormonscormonsMormons insist
that the paper contained anything else but egyptian hiero-
glyphics and they are widely quoted by anti mormon writers
why should harris story be accepted above that of the pro-

by this date he had transcribed 116 pages of foolscap with considerable
misgivings joseph smith allowed harris to take these pages back to palmyra
to show his wife somehow the material was lost or stolen with the result that
both joseph and martin were severely chastizedchastised by the lord and for some time
joseph was not allowed to contcontinuenue translating thereafter either emma smith
or oliver cowdery served as scribe to the prophet apparently harris had
little connection with joseph smith until a year later when he became one of
the three witnesses to the book of mormon

since anthon lived for twenty years after the publication of the second
letter and since there is no recorded denial of his letters having been forged
or misquoted we may assume even though we do not have the original let-
ters that he did actually write them a fact which proves that the interview
did indeed take place should further evidence be desired one could cite henry
drisler A commemorative discourse new york city 1868 since this
booklet is really a short biography of anthon written immediately after his
death the reference in it appp 212221 22 to the howe letter should settle any
doubt regarding the interview having taken place and the letter having been
written
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fessor one good reason is that the two letters contain glaring
inconsistencies 33 aside from anthon s acknowledged brilliance
the sources reveal him as also a rather crochetycrocherycrochety bachelor a
pettrypeltry taskmaster with no outside interest and a man of no
religious association the two letters were not written by the
detached scholar but by an uncritical emotional man trying to
rid himself of any connection with people he did not and could
not understand

As far as the truthfulness of the harris statements concern-
ing what occurred we have no evidence whatsoever beyond his
character richard L anderson has done extensive research on
harris life in palmyra and has proved that none of his towns-
men exceeded his established reputation as a responsible and
honest individual and that during his almost 40 years resi-
dence in palmyra he was admired for his integrity 34

the integrity of harris can further be substantiated by the
facts that though his connections with joseph smith cost him
money his domestic tranquility and brought upon him much
ridicule that in spite of having been severely censored for
losing the first 116 pages of the book of mormon manuscript
that after the trials of kirtland his mind became darkened
to the extent that he was formally excommunicated in december
1837 that he remained in ohio after the church left for
missouri illinois and finally for the valley of the great salt
lake that he eventually joined various other churches includ-
ing the strangitestrengiteStrangite for which he did some missionary work in
england in 1846 and that he was pilloried in the elders
journal of august 1838 as a lacky beneath contempt
and also in the millennial star an official church publication
in england on november 15 1846 in an article entitled
sketches of notorious characters and described as one hav-

ing yielded to the spirit and temptation of the devil and a
bitter enemy 11 of joseph smith that despite all this there is

no record of his ever having denied his testimony to the truth

both letters are reprinted in full with analysis in B H roberts A com-
prehensiveprebensivefive history of the church of iffusjesuslesus christ of latterlaitey day saints salt
lake city 1930 vol 1 ppap 102109102 109 and also in francis W kirkham A
new witness for christ in america special fourth edition salt lake city
1967 vol 1 ppap 414422414 422

richard lloyd anderson martin harris the honorable new york
farmer the improvement era vol 72 no 2 february 1969 ppap 18 21
see also the same author s tlethetheile certainty of the skeptical witness the im-
provementprovement era vol 72 no 3 march 1969 ppap 626762 67
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guiness of the book of mormon and his experiences connected
with it

while it can be argued that the foregoing reveals instabili-
ty in harris character the fact remains that not only did he not
try to rid himself of the stigmata of being a deluded person
and a religious fanatic or strike back at his critics in the mor-
mon camp but he continued to his death to affirm his testi-
mony he was interviewed many times on the subject before
and after his disaffection and always told the same story this
is impressive evidence of his inner conviction of the reality of
his various spiritual experiences connected with the book of
mormon

once the background of this whole incident is explored
and assessed we are still left with some nagging questions
among which are what was the meaning and significance of
the event would the restoration have been significantly
altered in any way if the harris anthon incident had never
taken place since as will be shown the incident apparently
did not become an important missionary tool and was not
especially trumpeted abroad to impress investigators this author
does not think the incident had any great practical value
especially when we conclude as we must that the opinions of
anthon and mitchill were not conclusive in any way

the standard answer regarding the why and purpose of the
harris anthon incident is that it was necessary to fulfill the
prophecies of isaiah and nephi 35 such an answer however
is really begging the question for then one must ask why the
prophecies were made in the first place it could be argued
that the proheciesprophecies represent nothing more than the fact that
god rewarded two faithful servants with a glimpse of the
future and that these two men dared not leave unrecorded
such a vision

2 nephi 2715182715 18 but behold it shall come to pass that the lord god
shall say unto him to whom he shall deliver the book take these words
which are not sealed and deliver them to another that he may show them unto
the learned saying read this I1 pray thee and the learned shall say bring
hither the book and I1 will read them and the man shall say I1 cannot
bring the book for it is sealed
isaiah 2911 and the vision of all is become unto you as the words of a
book that is sealed which men deliver to one that is learned saying read this
I1 pray thee and he saith I1 cannot for it is sealed
B H roberts went no deeper than this interpretation and even as profound
a thinker as orson pratt pursued the question no further in his divine authorit-
y of the book of mormon liverpool 1850 as reprinted in orson pratespratts
works salt lake city 1945 vol 1 ppap 107289107 289 especially ppap 271279271 279
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perhaps the real reason behind the event lies in an
ecclesiastical imperative that through sufficient witnesses to

truth mankind will be left without excuse for having rejected
god s word that such a divine imperative exists is suggested
by many scriptures among the most clear being that in the
mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be establish-
ed and in the mouth of as many witnesses as seemethseebeth him
good will he establish his word matt 1816 and 2 nephi
2714 according to oliver cowdery the angel moroni told
joseph smith that the scripture isaiah and nephi must
be fulfilled before it is translated which says that the word of
a book which were sealed were presented to the learned for
thus has god determined to leave man without excuse
italics minemine30 apparently moroni was the source of the belief

that prophecy was about to be fulfilled and apparently this
1835 publication was the first public statement to that effect

joseph s mother adds a little to our understanding of this
she records that in reference to joseph s preparation prior to
translation the first step that he was instructed to take in
regard to this work was to make a facsimile of some of the
characters which were called reformed egyptian and to send
them to some of the most learned men of this generation and
ask them for a translation thereof 37

turning from the philosophy and rationale of the event
itself let us now consider the concrete results to what use was
this unique incident put how was the story disseminated
the story spread undramatically by word of mouth through
newspapers periodicals at least one tract and by books martin
harris told the story in palmyra immediately after he re-
turned from new york city by 1840 missionaries had carried
the story to new rochelle new york and to england before
1849 at least four newspapers carried the story between 1829

in a series of letters published in the messenger and advocate in 1834 and
1835 from oliver cowdery to W W phelps especiaspeciespeciallyallyaily in the fourth letter
of february 1835 cowdery claims that he had the help of joseph smith in the
preparation of the letters such a claim lends authority to these letters A simi-
lar statement is made by edward stevenson reminiscences of the prophet joseph
salt lake city 1893 ppap 282928 29 it was manifested to the prophet that a

facsimile of characters must be copied and sent to the most learned professors
of the country and that martin harris should be the bearer of them

smith history of the prophet joseph p 114 martin harnisharrisharrns claimed that
the lord had shown him that he must go to new york with some of the
characters paul R cheesman an analysis of the accounts relating
joseph smith s early visions unpublished master s thesis brigham young
university 1965 p 131
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and 1831 the first book to mention the incident was published
in 1834 in 1840 two denominational journals carried the story
also in 1840 the first semiofficialsemi official church reference to the
matter was made in a tract in 1842 the story was officially re-
leased by the church in nauvoo and liverpool england be-
tween 1842 and 1890 at least nine books made mention of it
and in 1844 the first reproduction of the anthon transcript
and the first published reference to the connection between the
event and the prophecy of isaiah appeared As has been noted
above the incident was even mentioned in a commemorative
discourse following the death of anthon

more or less chronologically these references to the con-
sultationsul tation are as follows we have already cited above what
harris reported to joseph smith in harmony harris related the
incident to at least two citizens of palmyra john H gilbert
recorded that martin returned from his trip east satisfied that
joseph was a little smarter than professor anthon 38 the
rev T A clarkdarkoark in palmyra wrote that after his return he
came to see me again and told me that among others he had
consulted prof anthon who thought the characters in which
the book was written very remarkable but he could not decide
what language they belonged to 39 harris was also an ener-
getic missionary for the church he and his brother elmer
baptized a hundred converts by 1833 40 it is difficult to imagine
that both martin and his brother did not relate the experiences
in new york city it might also be well to point out that
after martin harris became one of the three witnesses and
saw the plates and the angel moroni he tended to stress this
remarkable experience more than the visit with anthon and
mitchill

perhaps the first newspaper account is in the palmyra free-
man august 1829 but this is known only through a quotation
reprinted in the rochester advertiser and telegraph of august
31 1829 so blindly enthusiastic was harris that he took
some of the characters interpreted by smith and went in search
of someone besides the interpreter who was learned enough
to english them but all of whom he applied among the num-
ber was professor mitchell of new york happened not to be

gilbert memorandum p 4
clarkdarkoark gleanings p 229
andersonandersenanderson the certainty of the skeptical witness p 63
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possessed of sufficient knowledge to give satisfaction 41 about
a week later the rochester gem of september 5 1829 reported
the incident as follows harris states that he went in search
of someone to interpret the hieroglyphics but found no one was
intended to perform that all important task but smith him-
self 4212

some time later the canandaigua new york morning
courier and enquirer of september 1 1831 reported the in-
cident

harris with several manuscripts in his pocket went to the
city of new york and called upon one of the professors of
columbia college for the purpose of showing them to him
harris says that the professor thought them very curious
but admitted that he could not decipher them said he to
harris mr harris you had better go to the celebrated dr
mitchell and show them to him he is very learned in these
ancient languages and I1 have no doubt he will be able to give
you some satisfaction harris says that the doctor looked
at his engravings made a learned dissertation on them
compared them with the hieroglyphics discovered by cham
pollion in europe and set them down as a language of a
people formerly in existence in the east but now no more 4313

the first known reference to this incident in book form
was made in 1834 by eber D howe in his publication
mormonism unavailedunvailed sicsic howe after serving in the
war of 1812 became a printer s apprentice in buffalo new
york on the buffalo gazette in 1817 he moved to cleveland
and in 1822 removed to nearby painesvillegainesvillePainesville or nine miles from
kirtland to start his own newspaper the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph
which he edited until 1835 thereafter though his brother took
over the paper he remained in painesvillegainesvillePainesville for many years en-
gaged in the printing business and the manufacture of woolen
goods 44

howe s interest in mormonism probably originated from
the missionary activities of parley P pratt in and around men-
tor ohio in october november 1830 which resulted inin the

As cited in kirkham A neunew witness vol 1 p 151
leid12ibidibid p 152

for this newspaper article in full see james gordon bennett s 1831
report on the mormonitesMormo nites by leonard J arrington in this special issue of
BYU studies apparently anthon did compare the transcript with the prints
in his copy of champollionChampollion s prcisprecisarcis

eber D howe autobiography and recollections of aa pioneer printer
painesvillegainesvillePaines ville ohio 1878
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conversion of pratt s friend sidney rigdon a campbellite
minister most of his congregation and the establishment of a
small branch in mentor which was not far from painesvillegainesvillePainesville
shortly thereafter on january 11 1831 howe wrote to
william wines phelps for answers to some enquires touching
the origin of mormonism 40 phelps 179218721792 1872 born
in new jersey had been active in new york politics edited a
newspaper was in 18511831 a printer in canandaigua near pal-
myra and was seriously investigating mormonism

the probable reason howe chose to write to phelps was
that the latter was a fellow printer near the place of origin of
mormonism or it may be however that howe learned of
phelps from sidney rigdon since prior to january 11 1831
rigdon and phelps had discussed mormonism for ten hours 46

in any event on january 15 phelps answered howe reporting
among other things that when the plates were said to have
been found a copy of one or two lines of the characters were
taken by mr harris to utica albany and new york at new
york they were shown to dr mitchell and he referred to
professor anthon who translated and declared them to be the
ancient shorthandshort hand egyptian 47 phelps had apparently heard
this story or had read about it in the various newspaper accounts
cited above

after the mormonscormons moved into the kirtland area during
early 1831 howe reported on their activities and recorded in
his autobiography all their vain babblingsbabblings and pretensions
were pretty strongly set forth and noticed in the columns of
the telegraph 48 these articles became the basis of his book
mormonism unavailedunvailed it was inin the preparation of this book
that howe decided on february 9 1834 to write to anthon
and took the liberty to inform mr anthon of the vile use that
was made of his name in the country and to request of him a
statement of the facts respecting it 49 anthon obviously in-
censed by what howe reported answered him immediately in
the above cited letter

howe mormonism unavailedunvailed p 273
ag1gibid p 274

ibid p 273
howe autobiography p 44 this autobiography reveals a man incapable

of interpreting sensitively the restoration and one who would have considered
it as vainvalnvainvaln babblingsbabb lings up to the age of 40 1838 he found it easier to
concureconcurs in the opinion of others he then became a skeptic and finally an
adherent of modern spiritualism appp 4445.444544 45

49howe mormonism unavailedunvailed p 270
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the first semiofficialsemi ofofficialficialfacial mormon account of this event is con-
tained in a missionary tract written by orson pratt one of the
original twelve apostles in 1840 in liverpool england he
wrote that

a few of the original characters were accurately transcribed
and translated by smith which with the translation were
taken by a gentleman by the name of martin harris to the
city of new york where they were presented to a learned
gentleman of the name of anthon who professed to be ex-
tensivelytensively acquainted with many languages both ancient and
modemmodern he examined them but was unable to decipher them
correctly but he presumed that if the original records could
be brought he could assist in translating them 50

in 1841 we get some idea of how the harris anthon inci-
dent was being spread slowly by word of mouth and by mis-
sionariessionaries in september 1841 the times and seasons in nauvoo
printed a letter from charles W wandell 181918751819 1875 a
new york convert then laboring as a missionary in new ro-
chelle new york in this letter written july 27 elder wandell
reports that

the episcopal DD TW coitecoitjcoitcolt at this place had the curi-
osity to write to professor C anthon of new york to know
if our statement concerning the words of the book were
correct professor anthon answered him by letter with permis-
sion to publish it which he did you will find it in a periodi-
cal entitled the church record vol 1I no 22 51

wandell then added an extract from this letter

this is the best and earliest reference we have regarding
the use missionaries made of the anthon harris story accord-
ing to coit some of the mormonscormons in new rochelle were
claiming the patronage of professor anthon s name in behalf
of their notions landand he took the liberty to state the fact
to him and ask in what possible way they had contrived to
associate him with themselves 5212 the reverend dr thomas
winthrop coit 1803180518851803188518051803 1885 an episcopal clergyman and au-
thor of several learned theological works was at that time

183918491839 1849 rector of trinity church in new rochelle and

orson5orsonborson pratt an interesting account of several remarkableRemark lible visions and
of the late discovery of ancient american records new york city 1841
ppap 676 7

times and seasons vol 2 september 5 1841 ppap 544545544 545
coit the church record p 231 see also clark gleanings p 232
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thereafter professor of church history at trinity college hart-
ford connecticut 53

in 1842 there were at least four published references to
the harris anthon visit including clarkdarkoark s gleanings and dan-
niel P kidder s mormonism and the cormonsmormonsMormons by far the most
important however was in the may 2 issue of the times and
seasons which contained the fourth installment of what was
then called church history cited above the chief sig-
nificancenificance of this publication was that it was the first official
reference to the event it is rather strange that the prophet
waited fourteen years to publish the story no mention what-
ever was made to the incident in the morning and evening star

1832341832 34 the latter day saints messenger and advocate 1834-
36 or in the elders journal 183758185758183738.1837381837 38 that same year the
story was reprinted in the millennial star in october as the

history of joseph smith
in late 1844 two important dimensions to the anthon story

are added the first publication of what the transcript looked
like and the first explicit allusion to the event having been
a fulfillment of isaiah 2911122911 12 this information was present-
ed to the public in two ways by newspaper and by placard
on saturday december 2211 samuel brannan the presiding
elder of the branch in new york city and publisher and editor
of a semiofficialsemi official church publication the prophet published
in this newspaper a three line reproduction of the anthon
transcript with no introductory remarks or any indication of
source this illustration was printed under a headline reading
the stick of joseph taken from the hand of ephraim he

then added that the following is a correct copy of the
characters taken from the plates which the book of mormon
was translated from the same that was taken to professor
mitchell and afterwards to professor anthon of new york
by martin harris in the year 1827 sic in fulfillment of isaiah
2911122911 12 the quotation was given in full

although brannan gave no source or any further informa-
tion about this illustration of the stick of joseph we can
divine its probable origin sometime prior to december 1844
probably earlier in the same year someone printed a black

DAB robert bolton history of the protestant episcopal church in the
county of westchester new york 1855 p 481 trinity church new
rochelle N Y 168819381688 1938 new rochelle new york 1938 ppap 9109 10
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and gold placard titledtided the stick of joseph taken from the
hand of ephraim A correct copy of the characters taken from
the plates of the book of mormon was translated from
the same that was taken to professor anthon of new york
by martin harris in the year 1827 sic in fulfillment of isaiah
2911122911 12 since the wording and the three lines of the tran-
script printed in the prophet on december 12 are almost identi-
cal with that printed on the black and gold placard it seems
more than likely that this placard was the source of brannan s

story in the prophet 5

very little however is known about the provenance of the
placard we conclude of course that it existed before decem-
ber 21 1844 and from the only extant copy known in the LDS
church historian s office we learn the following from what
is written on its back there is the signature of mrs hyrum
smith who died in 1852 and a statement 1844 placard
stick of joseph this was formerly owned by hyrum smith
and sent to the historian s office march 22 1860 by his son
joseph fielding smith one obvious assumption would be
that it was printed in nauvoo on the times and seasons press
but preliminary comparison of the fonts indicates that it was
not

now to the questions regarding the fate of the urtext or
original copy of the transcript and the pedigree of the transcript
in possession of the reorganized latter day saints church
today hereafter cited as the RLDS transcript about the
first question we know almost nothing harris probably kept
his copy for many years but there is nothing known about what
he finally did with it As we shall soon note many years later
david whitmer claimed to have the original transcript there
isis unfortunately no additional evidence for this claim the
situation is further complicated by a statement of the prophet s

mother that mrs martin harris obtained a copy of the charac-
ters her husband took to new york city puntil3 until5until new informa-
tion is brought forth about the final disposition of the original
transcript and the alleged second copy we can only deepen
the study of the RLDS transcript and its background

according to the RLDS church the paper itself is old and
of the same quality and appearance of the paper of the book

all subsequent issues of the prophet were searched for further informa-
tion regarding the stick of joseph but none was found

smith history of joseph smith p 121
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of mormon manuscript and of early revelations manuscripts
undoubtedly made before 1833 while such an observation
is helpful it is by no means conclusive until an expert in
diplomatics is called in and paper and ink tests are run 57 we
must concentrate on the pedigree of the document

the RLDS transcript was given to the church in 1903 by
the heirs of david whitmer fifteen years after his death in
1888 the first account of whitmer s possession of this docu-
ment was made by edward stevenson later a member of the
first presidency of seventies who visited whitmer in 1871
and made a copy of the documentdocument9documents9 later the march 25 1881
edition of the richmond missouri conservator reported that
whitmer had the original transcript a claim which whitmer
made again in 1887 when hebe wrote 1 I have in my possession
the original paper containing some of the characters tran-
scribed from one of the golden plates which paper martin
harris took to professorprofessor anthon of new york 60 in 1884
a committee of the RLDS church conversed with whitmer
and were shown the transcript unfortunately we lack any fur-
ther information regarding how when or why whitmer ac-
quired this document though inconclusive it is of interest to
note that martin harris neither confirmed nor denied whit-
mer s claim

reasoning by analogy we can surmise a little about the
transcript from the wandering of one of the two manuscript
copies of the book of mormon translation As protection
against loss or theft while it was being printed joseph smith
had oliver cowdery make a copy of the translation which
copy cowdery later kept in his possession joseph smith
placed the original translation in the cornerstone of the nauvoo

from a letter of frederick M smith may 9 1941 to john A widtsoe
as cited in kirkham A new witness vol 1 p 176

170fof course even such an examination would not be conclusive for it is
quite possible to have either a genuine document containing false information
or a faked document with true information this is just one otof the many rea-
sons why god prefers to work through faith rather than knowledge facts and
knowledge are often debatable a private testimony is not

the donation was probably made by whitmer s grandson george
schweich of richmond missouri there is some evidence that the RLDS tran-
script or some copy of it or the original transcript was in the possession of a
william evarts benjamin of new york city around 1901 see 1I woodbridge
riley the founder of mormonism new york 1902 p 80

thishis he published in 1893 in his reminiscences of joseph smith
david whitmer an address to all believers inin christ richmond mo

1938 reprint p 12
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house in october 1841 where it was subsequently nearly de-
stroyed by waterwater6161 after the death of cowdery in march
1850 his copy of the translation went to his friend and fellow
witness david whitmer in 1903 his heirs sold it to the
RLDS church where it remains to this day for many years
whitmer believed that his copy of the translation was the
original in 1878 however orson pratt and joseph F smith
proved to him that he really had the cowdery copy 62 this is

important for if whitmer was mistaken about his copy of the
book of mormon translation it is equally possible that he was
mistaken about the originality of the anthon transcript he
claimed to have

OBSCURITY OF SOURCES

since we know nothing about how whitmer acquired his
copy of the transcript we are free to assume that perhaps martin
harris felt that the transcript ought to be kept together with
the cowdery copy of the book of mormon translation and at
some time gave the transcript either to cowdery or to
whitmer there is no evidence that he gave it back to joseph
smith to be deposited in the cornerstone of the nauvoo house
there is always the possibility too that what eventually came
into whitmer s hand was the alleged second copy or even
a copy of a copy

one interesting and possibly very meaningful detail about
the RLDS transcript is the word Charcharactersactors written across
the top four students of early church history RD webb
ariel crowley dean jessee of the LDS church historian s off-
ice and the anti mormon writer 1I woodbridge riley think
that this word is in the hand of joseph smith if so the
authenticity of the RLDS transcript would be strengthened
greatly

for the time being however we must face the conclusion
that the three primary sources of the anthon transcript the

richard howard church historian of the RLDS church refers to these
two manuscripts as the D MS dictated manuscript and the E MS emendedemenderemended
manuscript which was used by the printer in the 1880 s L C bidamon sec-
ond husband of emma smith opened the cornerstone and divided what was
left of the D MS between the LDS and RLDS churches only pages 3223 22 plus
fragments exist today in salt lake city those pages giengivenglen the RLDS church
disintegrated long ago see richard P howard restoration scalscrlscripturesptures A siudystudysindy
of their textual development independence mo 1969

joseph fielding smith the original manuscript of the book of mor-
mon the improvement era vol 10 june 1907 ppap 572576572 576
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1844 placard the 1844 newspaper story and the RLDS tran-
script are all equally obscure until we learn more about the
origin of any of them we are in no position to say definitely
that any of them is original a near contemporary copy of the
original or a spurious invention to give credence to the book
of mormon story

circumstantial evidence however including the fact that
there is a high degree of similarity of the characters on the three
sources suggests that all three are at least closely related to the
unknown original and new information about one will aid in
our understanding of the others

OTHER considerations
it is beyond the scope of this paper to say much about the

characters over the years however suggestions and attempts
have been made to indicate and prove that the characters are
some form of egyptian meso american or even phoenician
the strongest argument that can be made for the ingenious and
pioneering efforts of those who favor the egyptian origin of
the characterscharacters0303 is the definite resemblance of the RLDS tran-
script characters to egyptian characters but this does not prove
that the transcript is authentic that the characters make con-
nected thought or are egyptian indeed twelve almost half
of our english latin characters appear in the cyrillic alphabet
but this fact never has given and never will give anyone insight
whatsoever into or understanding of russian serbian or bul-
garian also it must be pointed out that there are so many
variant hieratic and derndemoticotic characters that the affinity of
many other writing systems with egyptian could probably be
proved

if the case for the transcript characters being egyptian in
origin appears less than absolute it is nonetheless infinitely
stronger than any of the other arguments the only basis for
the characters being somehow connected with meso american
scripts is of course that since some pre columbian peoples
were descended from some book of mormon peoples it would
not be totally unreasonable to expect some connections between
their manners of writing 64 the most far out explanation how

see the works of R C webb ariel crowley and two RLDS commen-
tators harvey siebel and paul M hanson

see studies by augustus le plongeonplongeronPlongeon crowley welby W ricks jose 0
davila and especially carl hugh jones
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ever of the transcript characters is that of a phoenician
origin 6315

finally there are two other minorminor but interesting consider-
ations one pertains to a possible second visit of harris with
anthon and the other to an alleged encounter between michael
N chandler the person from whom at the suggestion of
joseph smith the church purchased some mummies which
held some papyri and anthon and mitchill neither event
unfortunately can be supported well the only evidence we
have for the first is in anthon s letter of 1841 to coit in which
he states that one day when I1 had ceased entirely to
think of the countryman and his paper this same individual
to my great surprise paid me a second visit he now brought
with him a duodecimo volume which he said was a transla-
tion into english of the golden bible he begged my accep-
tance of the volume I1 declined receiving it however ac6c

no further evidence of this second visit has been found
the purported visit of chandler with anthon and mitchill

rests on an equally tenuous foundation the only known au-
thority for this information is john riggs 181219021812 1902 an
early convert whose father ran a hotel in kirtland during the
mormon period there he became an MD and settled in provo
utah in 1851 where he remained for the rest of his life 67 an
attempt to prove or disprove this connection between chandler
and anthon and mitchell has caused this writer weeks of futile
effort and considerable grief although it is both probable and
possible that chandler took his papyri to anthon for an opinion
there is no evidence that he did and until further evidence is
available there isis no point and little interest in speculating
about it

the possible visit with dr mitchill isis however worth
continued effort if it can be proved that the dr mitchill
was really samuel latham mitchill who died in 18511831 then we
have at least a much clearer idea of when chandler came into
possession of the mummies and a better chance of learning

probably first advanced by le plongeronplongeonPlongeon ross T christensen is develop-
ing a thesis that the mulekitesnfulekitesMu lekites were largely phoenician inin their ethnic origin

coit the church record p 232

dr john riggs tullidgesTullidges quarterly magazine vol 3 1884 p 283
see also the book of abraham the academic reviewrenew vol 1 march
1885 p 46 A small collection of the private papers of john riggs was re-
cently acquired by brigham young university library the six page typescript
of riggs autobiography makes no mention of this incident
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more about them and their whereabouts prior to their ac-
quisition by joseph smith in kirtland in 1835 if on the other
hand it can be proven that this dr mitchill was not SL
mitchill we then gain a new lead an additional opportunity to
seek out information about these mummies and papyri by
properly identifying this new dr mitchill and searching his
life and papers for bits of information

conclusions
for a variety of reasons most institutions especially religious

ones ultimately face the necessity of preparing a detailed history
of their own origins while the early generations are so close
to the beginning that their personal knowledge is adequate and
their faith strong succeeding generations have to acquire their
knowledge secondhandsecond hand and therefore require written accounts
not only to buttress their own faith but to answer the ever
present critics and doubters this generation must now utilize
fully the art and science of history to recapture the past and
properly narrate and interpret its own origins we must search
out more fully the sources of the restoration in preparation for
a new comprehensive history of the church alluded to in dr
madsen s preface to last year s institute of mormon studies
issue of BYU studiesstudies6s

while there still are and perhaps always will be some un-
answered questions regarding the anthon transcript this
writer would like to think that the above detailed investigation
of the whole story the people involved and the three primary
sources of the transcript has not only answered more questions
than it has raised eliminated much error and answered some
criticism but also made the story more understandable credible
and what we like to call faith promoting

truman G madsen guest editor s prologue BYU studies vol 9
no 3 spring 1969 ppap 235240235 240


